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social theory, research, and analysis. The
meanshis
that readers may encounter chal
tory of qualitative sociology includes lenges
several
as they attempt to apply the book's
to their own research.
projects with similar goals, whereby lessons
scholars

present alternatives to mainstream ways of

conducting social analysis. These include

Harold Garfinkel's ethnomethodolgy,
The Doro
Crises of Multiculturalism: Racism in

thy Smith's work on feminist standpoint
the
a Neoliberal
Age, by Alana Lentin and

ory, Glaser and Strauss' grounded theory,
Gavan Titley. London, UK: Zed Books,
and Michael Burawoy's extended case
meth
2011.
285pp. $27.95 paper. ISBN:

od. However, in each of the latter cases,
the
9781848135819.
authors exemplified the application and util

Douglas Hartmann
ity of their paradigms with comprehensive
University
of Minnesota
elaborations of their approach, ones
now

Hartm021@umn.edu
regarded as archetypes of well-crafted
social

analysis.

In contrast, because this book is more intel

lectually wedded to philosophical analysis
(teaching by telling) and less immersed in
field research (teaching by showing), its pre

sentation is less capable of convincing con
fused or skeptical readers of CR's value and
aesthetic appeal. Consequently, the descrip
tion of the CR approach and its application
to social research generally and migration
studies more specifically remains abstract,
stressing general principles for conducting
research and analysis rather than demon
strating concrete techniques that researchers

can readily apply in topics of their own

If you think, like I do, that multiculturalism

is an even more complicated and conten

tious topic than most scholars and lay people
realize, then you will probably appreciate the
scale, attention to detail, and thoroughly crit
ical thrust of this new volume from Zed
Books.

The authors Alana Lentin and Gavan Tit

ley previously edited a volume on the politics
of diversity in Europe. In this book, they elab
orate their own critique of multiculturalism.
Defying the usual mainstream political bina

ries, Lentin and Titley argue that the erst
while progressive movement has "become

choosing.
While the author courageously criticizes

a central site for coded debates about belong

associated with qualitative methods, includ

think of Malcolm X's famous line about rac

ing Foucault, Blumer, and Goffman, his reli
ance on secondary sources rather than origi
nal texts as the basis of his critiques tends to

a new one every year), then you have a pretty
good sense of what to expect.

many of the most influential social theorists

undermine his arguments. Moreover, the
book's key points are often expressed in
lengthy quotes from the writings of other

CR scholars rather than in the author's own

words. This makes the discussion less direct

ing, race, legitimacy, and social futures in
a globalized, neoliberal era" (p. 12). If you

ism (that it is like a Cadillac—they make

The range and tenacity of the critique is

impressive. Chapter Two, for example,

explains how, in an ostensibly post-racial,
colorblind era, much public talk about multi

and less powerful than it might have been

culturalism reduces problems of race and
racism to questions of "culture"—a frame

otherwise. Finally, the quality of the book's

that both minimizes the gravity of the chal

copy editing is sloppy, revealing frequent
misspellings and making portions of the

them to the agency and choice of otherwise

text incomprehensible. Many works cited in
the text do not appear in the bibliography.

Chapter Three reverses the political polari

In sum, Qualitative Methods in Migration

lenges of multiculturalism and reduces

marginalized, dis-empowered groups.

ties to criticize the conventional liberal attack

Studies: A Critical Realist Perspective introdu

ces readers to a new approach to social

on multiculturalism for its supposed mis
placed emphasis on tolerance and excessive

research and immigration studies. Its high

catering to group separatism (which, among

level of abstraction, lack of in-depth applica
tions, and dearth of specific techniques that

can be readily applied to on-going projects

other things, misses the problems of social
inequality that should accompany concerns

about solidarity). Chapter Four situates

Contemporary Sociology 42, 3
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multiculturalism in the context of media cov- particularities of the European c
erage of transnationalism, suggesting that and experience of multiculturalism
coverage of immigration and integration One of the most distinctive featur
debates gets caught up in other political ticulturalism in Europe, or at least as
issues and agendas. Chapter Five suggests trayed in this volume, is that it is
that neoliberal distinctions between "good refer mostly, if not exclusively to,

diversity" and "bad diversity" actually serve racism. (The subtitle is, in this sense, q

to produce and reinforce subtler, new com- eral and precise.) Missing here are

monsense racial distinctions and hierarchies, to other forms of social difference, ex

And the final chapter contends that the now and marginalization that multicu
common mainstream critique of various can and often does refer to in the Uni

"integrationist policies" depends on an exag- sexuality and gender, for example, or
gerated, stylized, and fundamentally inaccu- ability, or even class. Religion should p

rate vision of multiculturalism's orientation be mentioned as well; although rel

to racial identities and affiliations. munities and practices—especially

The Crisis of Multiculturalism will not be an are very much a focus of the book,

easy read for American social scientists eussions are usually folded into c

accustomed to literal prose and dispassion- and conceptions of race as opposed
ate analysis. The writing is deliberately argu- seen as having unique cultural

mentative and often ironic. For instance, the dynamics of their own.

first lines of the introduction read: "Multi- Perhaps if I were a more confid
culturalism, whatever it was, has failed, cultural scholar and if we had a boo
Multiculturalism, wherever it was, has format that allowed for more extend

imploded. Multiculturalism, whenever it ment, such contrasts would lea

was, has gifted us the pathologies that gird a more thorough comparative d

our new certainties" (p. 11). In terms of speculating about how racial, et

methodology, the project does not employ other heretofore outsiders who ha
any formal case selection, data collection, ed from various multicultural prog

or analytic technique but rather is driven reforms in recent years might have a di

by interpretive claims which are often view of much of this. But this being
a dense mix of high theory and lower mat that we have and the scholar tha

brow, popular cultural references. ("Mirrors I will have to let other readers and rev

are not innocent metaphors," as Lentin and develop such points. And I certa
Titley write in one representative discussion that they will because I am conv
of veils (p. 93), "as both Lacan and Snow the argument Alana Lentin and Gav
White would advise.") And the vast majori- make—that multiculturalism, that
ty of the empirical material that constitutes gressive movement, has come to
the objects of analysis and evidence of claims the very racial stereotypes and i
comes from Europe, and is focused far more it was originally intended to con
on cultural politics—head scarves, minarets, be a challenging and useful starti

cartoons, and campaign speeches—than for all future conversations abou
actual laws, social programs, or public turalism in the contemporary, global
policies.
None of this is necessarily a criticism. As

someone who only dabbles in European pol
itics and culture, I found many of these exam

ples and extended discussions edifying on
their own terms. And every page has ana
logues, overlaps, and implications for multi
culturalism more generally, both in the Unit

ed States and elsewhere. But I also found

myself wondering if I was always drawing
the appropriate conclusions and correct gen

eralizations, especially given some of the
Contemporary Sociology 42, 3
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